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Abstract: Cloud computing is an emerging model for distributed utility computing. It has become commercially attractive and 
continues to grow as it promises minimum maintenance and costs in comparison with traditional data centers. Clouds are normally 
composed by large and power-consuming data centers as it was designed to support the elasticity and scalability required by its 
customers. However, while cloud computing reduces the energy consumption at the customer site, it become an issue for the providers 
who have to deal with increasing demand and performance expectations. The study of this research paper is to formulate a hybrid 
algorithm using genetic algorithm and Hadoop MapReduce framework to further promotes the energy efficiency in cloud computing 
platform. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The disclosure of cloud computing has been much 
predictable by a world with an ever increasing computing 
evolution of on-demand information technology service and 
product. The term “cloud” has been predicted by researchers 
to a large expansion based on virtualized resources, also an 
analogy for the internet, that is based on business model 
infrastructure, whereby the user can access anytime at 
anywhere, wherever and whenever they wanted to, because 
cloud computing offers service in real-time from the internet. 
The creation of cloud has been a help for both hosting 
companies and consumers can have access to the internet, 
whereas cloud users can also access, store and share any 
amount of information online. 
   
The use of cloud computing is expanding and for the system 
to be effectively utilized, massive storage facilities are 
required and consequently enormous amount of energy 
consumption is consumed to operate and support the system. 
All contents that are stored and shared in the data centres, 
which includes videos, photographs and texts, must be 
accessible to the users in real-time. To address climate 
change, there is a necessity to move away from generating a 
large amount of electrical power using coal-fired power 
stations, especially which is needed to run cloud 
infrastructures such as data centers, backup power and 
cooling equipment. To move towards low carbon footprint, 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
equipment and cloud computing infrastructure should be 
powered by clean renewable energy.  

 

Cloud computing is the new era or evolutions that conveys 
the use of information technology services and resources that 
are provided on a service basis. The computing power widely 
being used in internet is referring to the cloud itself and it is 
rapidly transforming into the largest virtual computer in the 
world. There are dozens of different definitions for Cloud 
Computing and there seems to be no consensus on what a 
Cloud is. The National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) [1] define of cloud computing: 
 
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned 
and released with minimal management effort or service 
provider interaction.”  
 
NIST and also the other researcher [2][3][4][5]. Categorize 
cloud computing into 3 elements of service offerings, Figure 
1 shows the cloud computing architecture. 
 
• PaaS (Platform as a service) 
• Iaas (Infrastructure as a service) 
• SaaS (Software as a service) 
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Figure 1: Cloud Computing Architecture [5] 

 
The growth in the utilization of cloud computing has led to 
the production and increase in the carbon footprint, which 
consequently contributes to the world’s climate change [6]. 
Although cloud computing has rapidly emerged as a widely 
accepted computing paradigm, research on cloud computing 
is still in its early stages, in which the related issues are as 
follows: 

 
• Security: to make end users feel comfortable with “cloud” 
solution that holds their data, software and processes, there 
should exist assurances that service are highly reliable and 
available, as well as secure and safe, and that privacy is 
protected [7][8][9][10]. Software frameworks: handling 
varying and unpredictable loads and offering a highly 
available and reliable service in the face of hardware and 
software failures and evolution. These problems lead to the 
familiar challenges of constructing secure, reliable and 
efficient software [5][10][11].  
 
• Quality of service (QoS): capability of acquiring and 

releasing resource on-demand. This is the objective to 
satisfy its service level objectives (SLOs) while minimizing 
the operational cost [10][12][13]. 

• Standardization: the failure of comprehensive cloud 
computing standards to gain traction and lack of security 
standards addressing issues such as data privacy and 
encryption [9][10][14][15]. 

• Power consumption: the use of Information and 
Communications Technologies [16] equipment is expected 
to rapidly increase the power consumed by ICT equipment 
and it is recognized that the power consumption of ICT 
equipment should be one of key issues, to stop the global 
growth emissions when it is now on top of priority issues 
[10][17][18][19]. 

 
We study cloud computing in the aspect of energy efficient 
techniques, approaches and methods in the scheduling 
performance. Many existing issues have not been fully 
addressed, while new challenge keeps emerging from 
industry applications. The remainder of this paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 introduces background of the 
problem. Section 3 discusses related work. Hadoop 
MapReduce environment overview in section 4 followed by 
energy efficient task scheduling model in section 5. Genetic 
algorithm based on energy efficient task scheduling model in 
section 6. Sections 7 discuss the experimental evaluation and 
discussion. Finally, section 8 the conclusion of this study. 
 

2. General Background of the Problem 
 
The use of the Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT) steadily leads to the increase in electricity rates. The 
amounts of communications are rapidly growing, especially 
with the use of smart devices, peripherals, computers and 
data centers [20]. Driven by the increasing demand for data 
processing and storage to large number of equipment, data 
centers can consume large amount of energy and emit large 
amount of carbon [21]. There are two principle sources of 
energy consumption on data processing center, also known as 
data center, one of which comprises the information systems 
that include hardware, servers, data storage systems and 
network interface. The second source is associated with the 
cooling systems, which is essential to guarantee the proper 
performance of information system; the more the data centers 
is utilized, the more heat is generated and consequently, 
increases the cooling requirement.  

 
The drastic growth of on-demand upon cloud computing 
networks increases the energy consumption in the data 
center. This has become a critical issue and major concern 
for both industry and society [20][22][23][24]. The system 
performance improved with more energy consumption from 
the hardware and this has caused the energy consumption to 
increase and indirectly gives negative pressure to the cloud 
environment. Hence infrastructure providers are under 
enormous pressure to reduce energy consumption. It was 
reported that cloud computing data centers utilized 
approximately 1.5% of the total energy consumption in 2006 
and it could be double in 2011 [25], the latest finding has 
shown that the data center consumed about 1.3% of the 
worldwide electricity supply in 2011 [6] and by 2020 it was 
predict that 25% of the energy is used in ICT systems, while 
data centers will consume 18% of the total, and the rest will 
be consumed by personal devices, office computers and 
servers [26]. 
 
3. Related Work 
 
We have highlighted in the section 2 that rapid growth of the 
demand has lead large scale data center use in large amount 
of electricity. There are many approaches have been 
proposed to address these critical issues. DPM technique 
called Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) 
combined reduction of the voltage supply and clock 
frequency, this is the direct relation power consumption in 
CMOS. The main point of these techniques is to lower down 
the CPU performance ratio, when is not fully apply [27]. In 
this case the run time and power consume were controlled by 
switching in between frequency and voltage. [28] Has 
suggested integrated approach of rate monotonic scheduling 
admission control test, the partitioning heuristics and speed 
assignment algorithm. They claimed to have the first works 
for energy aware on static priority periodic, which to solve 
real-time tasks on multiprocessors with partitioned approach 
where it divide into offline and online partitioned. Thus, the 
order has been given from the task allocation on scheduler. 
Hybrid metric is introduced which came out as the best 
method to maintain the energy consumption. Followed up by 
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[29][30][31][32] where the research in on the timing 
constraints on DVS enabled settings for various tasks or 
system model and offline or online scheduling algorithm. 
[33], research works on parallel bi-objective hybrid 
metaheuristic for energy aware scheduling, where they use 
hybrid genetic algorithm to minimize makespan and energy 
consumption. Their study used Fast Fourier Transformation 
tasks graph approach to evaluated, the result of bi-objective 
metaheuristic improved in energy savings.  
 
[34], works is on green energy efficient using DVFS 
techniques where it claimed that their works focus on the job 
scheduler where it schedules the task to execute the job in 
cloud data center. Evaluation results show that the works 
manage to reduce the power consumption on running the job 
tasks hence power up the resource utilization. This works is 
present to make the priority job come first and this technique 
can lower down the energy consumption of a server when it 
is in an idle mode or in a light workload. [35], works is to 
propose a new approach called DVFS Multi-Objective 
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DVFS-MODPSO) for 
workflow scheduling in appropriated cloud computing 
infrastructures. The hybrid PSO algorithm is used to optimize 
the scheduling performance, these two techniques contribute 
to optimize the makespan, cost and energy in various space. 
 
Another capable method to cut down the energy utilization 
through data centers is to implement the virtualization 
technology. [36][37], works using dynamic reallocation 
techniques on VMs where it obtained to have saving the 
energy when the idle server is in turn off/on position, it also 
very useful here and now regarding on cloud data centers. 
[38], reported with the provider perspective, GreenCloud 
architecture [39] the purposed is through supporting 
optimization on VM migration and VM placement to reduce 
virtualized data center energy consumption while guarantee 
the performance from users perspective. Comparable work is 
given by [40] who proposed Green Open Cloud (GOC). 
Advance reservation is design to support facilities through 
GOC for the next generation cloud data center. The function 
of GOC is to combine the workload by compromise with 
users so that idle servers can be switch on longer. [41], 
attempts that researcher mostly find solutions to minimize 
energy consumption in cloud environments through 
virtualization. Through this technology by using live 
migration to optimize the utilization of the available 
resources it has charter to overcome power consumption 
through multiple VMs on a single physical host. Similar in 
[42], they have proposed a cloud virtualization as a potential 
approach to reduce global warming and energy consumption. 
Their approach is to utilize less number of servers instead of 
using multiple servers to offer better service for multiple 
devices to improve in cloud energy efficiency.  
 
For the use of large topology network might be have some of 
the use of thermal optimization, another approach which is 
power and thermal management (PTM). [43], works 
describes how much the cold air temperature should be used 
in the usage of large end user asking for on cloud. In contrast 
the focus on optimization over multiple system resource. 
[44][45], work is in the field of thermal management 
explores efficient methods of extracting heat from the data 

center. In [46] works they have find other approach focus on 
scheduling workloads in data center and the result came from 
the servers generate and minimize the energy expended by 
the cooling infrastructure, and it is leads to lower down 
cooling cost, decrease response times temporary, increase 
compaction and improve operational efficiencies and 
increase the hardware reliability. [47], in this research it 
presents the first closed form investigation of optimal 
solution for load distribution in a server with full of machine 
rack that minimizes the amount of computing and cooling 
energy. [48], works are focusing on the techniques such as 
voltage scaling and pinning which usually used for reducing 
energy consumption for thermal management over VMs 
migrations. In [49] explore a spatio-temporal thermal aware 
job scheduling as an extension to spatial thermal aware 
solutions same with [50][51]. These works is to enhance the 
temperature sharing within data center, and the outcome is to 
have the energy efficiency and the reliability of a data center 
operation.  
 
On machine learning aspect which is in the neural network 
[52] have investigated and applied neural network predictor 
for saving the energy in cloud. [53], works were introducing 
a novel framework where it combining load demand 
prediction and stochastic state transition models. From this 
works they claimed that their model will lead to optimal 
cloud resource allocation through minimizing energy 
consumed while maintaining required performance levels. 
Throughout this research they have obtained both model 
neural network and linear predictor anticipate adequately 
future network load, whereas the linear predictor bring the 
most correct results. [54], works shows that the study on 
present workload fairly across all the nodes using back 
propagation learning algorithm to train feed forward 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). These techniques can 
works accurately when active training set are used, where it 
can predict the demand where it allocates resources following 
that demand. From these works it can maintain the active 
servers in low energy consumption.  
 
Task scheduling is an important part of cloud computing, 
which is a mechanism that maps users tasks to appropriate 
resources to execute, it is efficiency will directly affect the 
performance of the whole cloud computing environment 
[55]. [56], proposed green task scheduling, the intention of 
this works is to implement six innovative green task 
scheduling which it have two main aspect: assigning as many 
task as possible to a cloud server with the lowest energy, and 
setting the same optimal speed for all task assigned for all 
each cloud server. [57], proposed the task scheduling strategy 
for tree network of cloud computing environment. The 
process of this method is considered about the feature of tree 
network, this framework used master-slave model as a basic. 
In master-slave model, all the tasks are submitted on master 
node, then master node effectively and transparently partition 
and allocate tasks to each slave node. All tasks were 
completed through a number of parallel slaves. For example, 
MapReduce is one of the method represent the data 
processing frameworks based on master-slave modes, which 
is used in Hadoop [58][59][60]. [61], works stated that the 
power consumption by computing resources and storage in 
cloud can be optimized through energy aware resource 
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allocation. They proposed energy efficient heuristic 
algorithm techniques and compared it with three energy-
aware task consolidation heuristics through shifting number 
of tasks. 
 
Load balancing can help in reducing energy consumption 
evenly through distributing the load and minimizing the 
resource consumption. Proper load balancing can help 
utilizing the available resources optimally; therefore 
minimize the resource consumption [23]. [62], works is on 
private cloud for finding the good solution of energy 
consumption. These works has proposed hybrid energy 
efficient scheduling approach to works on the experiment. 
The experiments results appear to save more time for users 
maintaining more energy and attain higher level of load 
balancing. [63], in their works they have proposed a 
scheduling algorithm which predicts electricity price peaks 
and controlling energy consumption through pausing mode of 
virtual machines. This works has been using open cloud 
manager OpenStack [64] approach to evaluate and show the 
reductions cost and energy consumption. [65], this research is 
aiming on a solution for online real time services using non-
preemptive scheduling algorithm in order to minimize the 
process time of the migrated tasks. To overcome of 
increasing processing time of migrated tasks, a non-
preemptive real time scheduling using check pointing 
algorithm is proposed which to minimize the migrated tasks 
also the penalty will be better with earlier completion of 
migrated tasks.  
 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization and search 
technique based on the principles of genetics and natural 
selection. A GA allows a population composed of many 
individuals to evolve under specified selection rules to a state 
that maximizes the fitness (i.e., minimizes the cost function). 
Often technique commonly used in the scheduling strategy is 
genetic algorithm. This method perform scheduling problem 
in the process of deciding which jobs to start execute and in 
which resources; by given a set of jobs and requirements, 
resources, and the system status [66]. [67], they come out the 
Improve Genetic Algorithm (IGA) whereas the goal is to 
have good consideration utilization. [68], this works is based 
on improving the performance of cloud computing with the 
deadline constraint, a task scheduling model is established 
for reducing the power consumption system of cloud 
computing also improving the profit of service providers. In 
this research they proposed a model solving method called 
multi-objective genetic algorithm (MO-GA), where it 
including the encoding rules, crossover, selection operators 
also a method of sorting Pareto solutions. [69],  from this 
works it shows that they have using the cloud booster 
algorithm to measure the virtual machines allocation where it 
based on nodes weight which it indicates a value capacity of 
each nodes. They proposed the virtual machines allocation 
which considering the node weight and future prediction. The 
outcome of this research they produced adaptive genetic 
algorithm based on virtual machines resource migration 
strategy which focusing on load balancing systems and have 
resulted to have overload avoidance and energy saving for 
systems with multiple resource constraints. [70], this works is 
based on improving the energy efficiency of servers in data 
center through suitable task scheduling strategies. In this 

research they have proposed a new energy efficiency task 
scheduling model to solve with a practical encoding and 
decoding specifically designed with genetic algorithm 
operator techniques. From these techniques they improve the 
searching capability a local search operator is introduced. 
The outcome of this studied is shows that the proposed 
algorithm is effective and efficient. 
 
4. Hadoop MapReduce Environment 

Overview  
 

 
Figure 2: Execution Overview [58] 

 
To deal with a very large amount of data which it needs to be 
done very quickly and fairly process in a day, Google’s 
introduced new infrastructure where it use a very large 
amount a thousand more of machine in the data centre to 
have a good process between the end users. Because of this 
demand Google came in with the Google distributed files 
systems (GFS) and MapReduce computational model 
framework which its include the implementation of Hadoop 
from Apache whereas it deal with those aspect. Hadoop 
MapReduce popular with the works of script application 
where it focusing with large amount of data to be process, 
and because of this it is called as a software framework in 
parallel on enormous clusters and produce stable hardware 
and fault-tolerant aspect. A MapReduce usually works with 
partitioning input data into a set of Map (M) task splits in a 
parallel aspect. Then the framework allocates the output of 
map task, which it will become the input of Reduce (R) task. 
The number of partitions (R) and the partitioning function are 
specified by the user. Commonly both input and output jobs 
are stacked into file systems. The framework is responsible to 
manage the scheduling, observing and re-executes if the task 
failed in the systems.  
 
When the user program calls the MapReduce function, the 
following sequence of actions occurs as shows in Figure 2.  
Fork is responsible to splits the input files into Map (M) 
pieces of typically 16 to 64MB per piece. It then starts up 
many copies of the program on a cluster machines. The 
special copies of program called as master which it assign the 
work into two and namely the Map (M) and Reduce (R) 
tasks. The scheduler works to schedule the map task close to 
physical storage locations on set of input data. Once the 
program is starting to split the worker who is assigned a map 
task reads the content of the corresponding input splits. Then 
it analyze key/value pairs out the input data and pass each 
pair to the user defines map function. The intermediate 
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si ∈ {pi1,pi2,pi3}     if i=1,…,m 
sj ∈ {1,2,…,N}    if j=m+1,…,m+r S 

key/value pairs produced by the map function are buffered in 
memory. 
 
From the intermediate files on local disk, the task will 
partition into Reduce (R) regions. When reduce worker is 
notified by the master about these locations, it use remote 
procedure to calls and read the buffered data from the local 
disks of map workers. After reduce workers has read all 
intermediate data for its partition, it will sort all occurrences 
of the same key are grouped together. The reduce worker 
iterates over the sorted intermediate data and for each unique 
intermediate key encountered, it analyze the key and the 
corresponding set of tasks value to the user reduce function. 
From this process the output of the program will have at the 
reduce function as the final output of the program. When all 
of the process has been completed, the master will wake up 
the user program, to returns back the user code [58]. 
  
5. Energy Efficient Task Scheduling Model 
 
5.1 Mathematical Description 
 
Firstly we give general mathematical description of the 
energy efficient task scheduling based on MapReduce. Using 
notation similar by [70] we have: N servers in a data center, 
denoted by M = {m1, m2, • • • , mN}. CSk is CPU utilization. 
COk is optimal point.  D represent as input data, m represent 
as splits with each size of 64M , denoted by D = {d1, d2, • • • , 
dm}. 
 
Initialization step from above notation we randomly store 
these: m splits on N servers, use m×3 matrix P to represent 
the storage location of each split element pij indicates the 
storage location of split di, where integer pij ∈ {1, 2, • • •, N }, 
in which i = 1, 2, • • • , m and j = 1, 2, 3. Input data D will be 
processed by m map tasks and r reduce tasks, denoted by T = 
{t1, t2, • • • , tm, • • • , tm+r}. CPU required for every map task is 
CM, and for every reduce task is CR. From the initialization 
above it then become a problem of how to allow these m+r 
tasks into the N servers, so that it will have the all servers 
reaches the highest of energy efficient. 
 
5.2 Optimization Model 
 
Using similar notation from [70], we have: Vector S = {s1, s2, 
• • • , sm+r} represent the final task scheduling scheme, the ith 
element indicates that task ti is assigned on server msi, where 
1 ≤ si ≤ N and i = 1, 2, • • • , m + r. Following with server mk, 
denoted as Mk and Rk respectively, where k = 1, 2, • • • , N. 
Then it will become NMk= |Mk| and NRk= |Rk|. From all the 
above notation and implementation, single objective of 
optimization in energy efficiency task scheduling with 
MapReduce model as shown in this equation (1) bellow: 

( )∑
=

++−
N

k
CRNRkCMNMkCSkCOk

1
2^)**(    (1) 

Subject to: 
1)  
 
 
2) NMk = |{si |si = k,  i =1,2,…,m}|,       where k = 1,2,…,N 

3) NRk = |{si |si = k,  i =m+1,…,m+r}|,     where k = 1,2,…,N 
4) CSk + NMk * CM + NRk * CR ≤ 1,       where k = 1,2,…,N 
 
Equation (1) explain single objective optimization model for 
the energy efficient task scheduling problem based on 
MapReduce for cloud computing, the objective function 
indicates the minimum sum of the difference between servers 
optimal points with its CPU utilization after scheduling. 
Constraints (1) tell us that if a map task ti (where i = 1, 2, • • • , 
m) is assigned on server msi , then server msi must have stored 
its corresponding input data. This is because the MapReduce 
prefers moving the executive program to the node which 
stores the data when it deal with large amount of data to 
process, rather than moving the data as in traditional 
distributed computing. This scheduling scheme based on data 
location can avoid a large scale data movement, which not 
only reduces the network overhead, but also makes the map 
tasks locally read and process the data. Constrains (2) and (3) 
compute the number of map tasks NMk and reduce tasks NRk 
which are assigned to server mk. Constrains (4) indicates that 
the CPU utilization of any server should not exceed 100% 
before and after the task scheduling where it to improve the 
energy efficiency of servers cannot be solved as easy load 
balancing among them to make all servers CPU utilization 
reach 100%. Considering the inter-relationship between 
energy consumption, resource utilization and performance of 
workload we know that task has been changed by the CPU 
utilization of servers [70][71]. 
 
6. Genetic Algorithm based on Energy 

Efficient Task Scheduling Model 
 
6.1 Encoding and decoding operation 
 
Encoding operator is one of the compelling aspects in the 
genetic algorithm. Encoding principles is to focusing on gene 
and chromosome. Based on the nature of this energy efficient 
multi-job scheduling problem, we use the integer coding. We 
use vector S = {s1, s2, • • • , sm+r} as an individual to produce a 
scheduling pattern, were to implement m + r tasks that need 
to be processed, where the ith component indicates task ti is 
assigned on server msi . In here the advantage of this 
approach is that we can simply apply it into simple multi 
point crossover operator for the evolution of individuals. To 
load the population, we give the following steps for encoding 
each individual. 

 
for i = 1, 2, •  , m; select random integer j ∈ {1, 2, 3};  

let si= pij. 
for i = m + 1, m + 2, •  , m + r; select a random integer  
k ∈ {1,  2, •., N }; 

    set si= k 
 
After encoding individuals we need to perform decoding 
operator, this method is to compute the individual fitness 
value in the encoding previously. We need to compose the 
integer value first. The composition of method is as follows: 

 
for k = 1, 2, • , N; empty sets Mk and Rk. 

for i = 1, 2, • , m,; put i into set Msi, in which si is the ith 
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element of individual S;  
for i= m + 1, m + 2, • , m + r, put i into set Rsi. 
Let NMk= |Mk| and NRk= |Rk| 
 

6.2 Population operation 
 

The population is called when a group of chromosome starts 
from genetic algorithm. Population contains with 
chromosome represent as Npop and Nbits matric denoted 
Npop × Nbits randomly generate using pop = 
round(rand(Npop, Nbits)); where the function is to generates 
a Npop × Nbits matrix of random order numbers between 
zero and one. Pop matrix in every row is a chromosome, 
which it is tally with various values of longitude and latitude. 
The pseudo code of population as follows: Initialize 
population name, A; population value, var number, number 
of servers and generation cycle value, t. 

 
A = round ((rand (pop,var) * N); 
gen = 0; 
while 
gen <=t; 
t, represent the iteration in GA 
 

6.3 Selection and mating operation 
 
The selection part it is like match making the selected of two 
chromosome from the mating pool of Nkeep chromosome to 
generate two new offspring. In this part we were taking 
pairing into priority whereas it place in the mating population 
denoted Npop – Nkeep new offspring are create to change 
the dispose chromosomes. Selection have two method to 
represent with first pairing from top to bottom secondly 
random pairing, in this experiments we choose random 
pairing of selection. This method uniform random number to 
generate selected chromosomes represent as ma = ceil 
(Nkeep + (Npop – Nkeep) . * rand (1, Nkeep)) and pa = ceil 
(Nkeep + (Npop – Nkeep) . * rand (1, Nkeep)), ceil represent 
to cycle or rounds the numbers to the next highest integer. 
From this selection it will obtain in a dissimilar set of 
parents. Such as, the combining of the next generation is not 
the same for each of selection pattern. The selection pattern 
which is standard in genetic algorithm called as roulette 
wheel and tournament selection. The selection pressure ratio 
probability that fit chromosome is choosing to the probability 
that the average chromosome is chosen. The selected parents 
of the population will create more than one of new offspring 
which called as mating. Mating require two parents which 
generate two offspring, therefore the offspring of both 
parents hold binary codes. Thus, the parents need to generate 
a total of Npop – Nkeep offspring, so that the new 
chromosome population is back to Npop in the process of 
pairing method. The following show selection pseudo code: 
 
ma = ceil (Nkeep + (Npop – Nkeep) . * rand (1, Nkeep)); 
pa = ceil (Nkeep + (Npop – Nkeep) . * rand (1, Nkeep)); 
 
6.4 Crossover operation 
 
In crossover section we choose a random two point crossover 
operator for the evolution of individual where it is chosen for 

the parents. Thus, the parents swapped with the two point 
crossover of bits. Also to matches good parents sub-solutions 
to construct better offspring, to make individual meet the 
constraints of the model. The random selection of 
chromosome parts decides which group the bits are 
swapping. Initialization step of crossover we start to defines 
of population number, last; selection rate, sel; and number of 
chromosome kept, M2. After defining the parameters, the 
crossover function start to form defining the fitness value, FV 
from the single optimization algorithm energy efficient and 
the individual number of fitness value. The number values 
continue with the crossover chromosome, ic. Where the pop, 
A will do the process according the random number, N 
respectively. Thus, the new individual will obtain such as 
from A3 and A4 from individual A1 and A2. The following 
show crossover operation pseudo code: 

 
last = 0; 
sel = 0; 
M2 = 2 * ceil (sel * population/2);  
for ib=1:last 
 [FV, ind] = sort ( FV); 
 A = A (ind (1:M2) , : ); 
 [ib FV [1]] 
 
for ic = 1:2:M2 
 A (ceil (M2 * rand) , 1:cross) = A (ic , 1:cross); 

    A (ceil (M2 * rand) , cross + 1:N) = A (ic + 1 ,  
cross +  1:N); 

 A (ceil (M2 * rand) , 1:cross) = A (ic + 1 , 1:cross); 
 A (ceil (M2 * rand) , cross + 1:N) = A (ic , cross + 1:N); 
 

6.5 Mutation operation 
 
Mutation process is about each gene independently works 
with mutation probability, pm represent mutation rate. In this 
process the single-point mutation operator is use, to meet its 
individual constraints of this purpose approach, whereas it is 
come out with the new generation iteration. In here mutation 
number is randomly selected from total value in the 
population matrix, Npop × Nbits. Mutation designed as elite 
solutions intend to generate without changes. Mutation 
process start with defining the parameter accordingly, next 
the value number of mutation represent as nmuts, obtain from 
the mutation rate and population also the selection from 
previous formula. The following show mutation operation 
pseudo code: Initialize mutation probability, pc; number of 
mutation, nmuts. 

 
pc = 0; 
nmuts = pc * N * (M -1); 
 
for ic = 1:nmuts 
 ix = ceil (M * rand); 
 iy = ceil (N * rand); 
pop (ix, iy) = 1-pop (ix, iy); 
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7. Experimental Evaluation and Discussion 
 
7.1 Parameter values 
 
Initializing the parameter value using the pseudo code 
aforementioned: population size, X=100; crossover 
probability (pc), pc=0.6; mutation probability (pm), pm=0.2; 
elitist number, k=5 and stop generation, t=2000. Assume the 
server is N=200 as in a data center, input data is 1250G and 
it splits into 20000, splits which means m=20000. Input data 
will splits and randomly the three servers set earlier will 
stored the data. Reduce tasks are required to implement the 
algorithm for completing the job tasks, we take 450 jobs as 
r=450. Based on observation 3 years servers in data center, 
different server may have different optimal point of 
performance of energy point for monitoring how long has it 
been used. In this three series of experiments we assumed the 
1/3 first server used 0.9 optimal point, 1/3 middle server used 
0.7 optimal point, while 1/3 end server used 0.5 optimal 
point. The analysis continues where we set the initial states of 
server as follows: 
 

CS [1:5] = 0.5  CS[46:75]  = 0.5  CS[116:145]= 0.5 
CS[6:25]  = 0.7 CS[76:95]  =0.7  CS[146:165]=0.7 
CS[26:45]= 0.9 CS[96:115]=0.9  CS[166:200]=0.9 
 

7.2 Experiment 1 
 
We implement this experiment under normal conditions 
situation to observe the performance of these three series 
algorithms. Consider the desired CPU for each map task and 
reduce task are CM = 0.0052 and CR = 0.002 designated. 
The experimental of algorithm under normal state were 
represent in Figure 3, (a) under normal state hybrid GA-MR 
(b) normal condition results hybrid GA-MR after scheduling 
(c) normal state task scheduling existing work and (d) 
Hadoop MapReduce scheduling result. Based on our 
observation in our proposed algorithm shows differences 
between existing work result when the selected server 
number 5, 75 and 145 with optimal point of 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, 
the hybrid GA-MR algorithm show task is assign in server 
number 145 contrast with the previous work does not assign 
task on that point of server. For server number 25, 95 and 
165 server with the same initial CPU utilization is 165 in 
proposed algorithm contrast with previous work; task is 
assign only on server 25. Continues with the server 45, 115 
and 195 server 45 in hybrid GA-MR algorithm is assign task 
contrast with the previous work does not assign a task 
because it uses the same optimal point, 0.9 where we use the 
different of optimal point in the normal state condition. The 
assigning task or not situation happen because if initial CPU 
utilization have same number value with the optimal point of 
energy, certain point of server does not assign task on that 
point of server which it will reduce the energy consumption 
on that server. In different aspect we were comparing with 
the result show in Figure 3(a) and (d) where the flow of the 
task in this algorithm does not consider any of the optimal 
point of servers. Which it will make the situation of the task 
in Hadoop MapReduce algorithm will not consistent. The 
higher the optimal performance energy point , the more task 

it needs to deal with which in hybrid GA-MR we use the pure 
genetic algorithm rather than being modified as we can see in 
Figure 3(b) compare with the Figure 3(c). Furthermore, in 
term of finding optimal result in energy efficiency 
performance of server we have obtain 2.5107, while Hadoop 
MapReduce algorithm 6.4796 and existing work is 0.2404. 
Somewhat, the existing result is better performance of the 
total IT equipment power in PUE, which it could be consider 
that the existing proposed algorithm using modified genetic 
algorithm much more better performance energy contrast 
with our hybrid GA-MR algorithm. In this research we have 
taken the total sum value of Hadoop MapReduce as our 
benchmarks of the study, in which when we were compared it 
together somehow our hybrid GA-MR algorithm were 
optimal than the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm, hence it 
could improve the energy efficient performance of servers. 
 

 
Figure 3: (a) Normal state Hybrid GA-MR algorithm 

 

 
Figure 3: (b) Normal state Hybrid GA-MR algorithm after 

scheduling 
 

 
Figure 3: (c) Normal state Genetic Algorithm 
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Figure 3: (d) Normal state Hadoop MapReduce scheduling 

 
7.3 Experiment 2 
 
We were handling the second experiment under low load 
condition of the worst case that is when systems run low load 
state to perform either the proposed algorithm works similar 
with the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling pattern. We were 
presuming the input data to process is small. Consider the 
desired CPU for each map task and reduce task are CM = 
0.0025 and CR = 0.001 designated. The experimental of 
algorithm under low load state were representing in Figure 4, 
(a) low load condition of hybrid GA-MR after scheduling (b) 
low load state previous work and (c) Hadoop MapReduce 
scheduling. We begin the analysis with small value parameter 
task in Figure 4 (b) and (c), this Figure 4 (b) show that CPU 
utilization of energy generally distributes about 0.55 and 0.45 
after scheduling, while Hadoop MapReduce which the 
optimal point were not taken consideration in this algorithm 
to perform a better performance. Figure 4 (c) has shown that 
the CPU utilization were distributes about 0.35 after 
scheduling. While our hybrid GA-MR algorithm perform 
well in this condition of low load, Figure 4 (a) shows that 
even if we have set the 1/3 first server is 0.9, 1/3 middle 
server 0.7, and 1/3 end server 0.5 as the optimal point of the 
certain point the initial CPU utilization will have a massive 
task running if it is not reach the optimal point of servers. 
Generally CPU utilization of energy point is distributes about 
0.2. To the other aspect in term of the optimization value in 
energy efficiency point of server, we have obtained an 
optimal result compare with the others algorithm. Taken form 
the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm total sum value as a 
benchmarks in this research we have found that our hybrid 
GA-MR algorithm performs well in this low load condition 
which we have obtain the IT equipment power in PUE, 
1.1342, while Hadoop MapReduce 22.3556 and 18.5475 by 
existing work of genetic algorithm. 
 

 
Figure 4: (a) Low load condition Hybrid GA-MR after 

scheduling 
 

 
         Figure 4: (b) Low load condition Genetic Algorithm 

 

 
Figure 4: (c) Low load condition Hadoop MapReduce 

scheduling 
 
7.4 Experiment 3 
 
We implement the third experiment under heavy load 
condition of the worst case that is when systems run under 
heavy load state to perform either the proposed algorithm 
works similar with the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling 
pattern. We were presuming the input data to process is 
large. Consider the desired CPU for each map task and 
reduce task are CM = 0.007 and CR = 0.006 designated. The 
experimental of algorithm under heavy load state were 
representing in Figure 5, (a) heavy load condition of hybrid 
GA-MR after scheduling (b) heavy load state of existing 
work and (c) Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. Figure 5 (a) 
shows hybrid GA-MR scheduling algorithm under heavy load 
condition which we compare it with Figure 5 (b) and (c) 
under the same condition situation, based on our observation 
in the Figure 5 (a) we have found that the higher the optimal 
point of energy the more task it needs to deal with. 
Comparing with Figure 5 (b) in which it generally uses 
modification of optimal point value number to perform the 
experiment, while our hybrid GA-MR were basically used the 
same 1/3 first server 0.9, 1/3 middle server 0.7 and 1/3 end 
server 0.5. Contrast with the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling 
which they were not consider any value of the optimal point 
of server same in the experiment 1 and 2 previously. As we 
can see in the Figure 5 (a) the CPU utilization of 
performance energy of task in server distributes between 0.4 
for the 1/3 first servers, 0.55 for the 1/3 middle server and 
0.6 for the 1/3 end servers, while in Figure 5 (b) CPU 
utilization of performance energy of task in server distributes 
generally 1/3 first server is 1.0, 1/3 middle server is 0.95 and 
1/3 end servers is 0.8. Contrast with the Hadoop MapReduce 
scheduling in Figure 5 (c) CPU utilization mostly distributes 
0.8 and 1.0. We could see that the heavy load condition will 
hit the 1.0 of maximum CPU utilization. From other aspect 
the total sum for optimal point of energy in servers where we 
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have measured for the hybrid GA-MR algorithm we obtain 
13.1120, while 8.7965 by existing work genetic algorithm 
and 12.931 by Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. Somewhat, 
the existing result is better performance of the total IT 
equipment power in PUE, which it could be consider that the 
existing proposed algorithm using modified genetic algorithm 
much more better performance energy efficiency contrast 
with our hybrid GA-MR algorithm and Hadoop MapReduce 
scheduling algorithm.  
 

 
Figure 5: (a) Heavy load condition Hybrid GA-MR 

algorithm after scheduling 

 
Figure 5: (b) Heavy load condition Genetic Algorithm 

 
Figure 5: (c) Heavy load condition Hadoop MapReduce 

scheduling 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
After series of experiment under normal condition, low load 
condition and heavy load condition we have found that the 
performances of the energy act the utmost priority to perform 
energy efficient for assigning task. Which it is indirectly 
gives an impact to the equipment of the server if the need of 
power consumption is using to give the end users satisfactory 
using the internet. In this research we were focusing on how 
to have the minimum optimization value and indirectly can 
improve a bit the energy efficiency of servers through 
potential techniques. Finally, the optimization of energy 
efficiency is measure for having the value total sum of IT 
equipment power when the task is running on servers. We 
were using the Hadoop MapReduce as the benchmarks value 

for our proposed algorithm in which our algorithm is perform 
well in the low load condition than the existing work and 
Hadoop MapReduce, somehow it could improve a bit the 
energy efficiency on servers. 
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